Education

EVIDENCE FOR LEARNING
EARLY LEARNING education
The early years are an important time for the growth and
development of foundational skills for children. During this
time children will learn about themselves and what they’re
capable of. They will gain an understanding of their emotional
range and will begin developing skills in expressing and
managing their feelings. They will practise the social skills so
important to getting along with others. Their language skills
will expand, supporting them in being able to think about and
discuss all of what they are experiencing.
Children’s learning is dynamic, complex and holistic, meaning that all aspects of learning are
interrelated, connected to and influenced by each other. Some of these aspects include the
physical, social, emotional, personal, creative, cognitive and linguistic. When early childhood
educators take a whole-child approach they pay attention to a child’s physical, personal, social,
emotional wellbeing as well as cognitive aspects of learning. While educators may plan or assess
with a focus on a particular outcome or component of learning, they see children’s learning as
integrated and interconnected.
Find out more here.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
Developing emotional intelligence is a life-long learning journey.
Helping children recognise their own thoughts and feelings is
essential to children growing into happy and healthy bigger kids
and eventually adults.
There are a range of strategies that support children in
developing the knowledge and skills to help them to manage
their emotions and behaviors. A good place to start is to help
children identify where their thoughts and feelings come from.
Some useful ways of talking about thoughts and feelings with children could be:
•
•

Your brain is your thought maker. Thoughts are quiet words or an idea and are like a picture
in your brain.
Your heart is your feelings keeper. Feelings are the way we feel about something, they are
the things that make us feel happy or sad, calm or angry.

Find out more here.
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PLAY
It’s easy to look at play as something that children just do to keep themselves entertained. But
play is actually so much more than that. Play is central to learning and development; playing
gives children lots of different opportunities to learn.
Play helps children to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build confidence
Build communication and social skills
Learn about the environment and their community
Develop motor skills
Feel happy, safe and loved
Feel empowered
Transfer learnt knowledge
Find success and foster a love of learning.

Play comes in lots of different shapes and sizes. Play-based activities might be solitary or
social, and may involve a combination of cognitive and physical elements. Activities might be
adult-guided, for example through the suggestion of a scenario for pretend play. This is called
structured play. Educators provide a provocation which gives an opportunity for the children to
explore, question and guide their own play. Even though the children have their own agency in
play the educator has facilitated an element of intentional teaching.
Unstructured play is play that just happens; it’s not planned.
In these cases, activities will be largely child-initiated (‘freeplay’), with adult involvement focused on the provision
of props, or the design and management of the learning
environment.
Play is also crucial to the development of children’s gross and
fine motor skills. Through play, children practise and perfect
control and coordination of large body movements, as well
as small movements of hands and fingers. Gross motor skills
involve control of the arms, legs, head and trunk. Fine motor
skills involve the careful control of small muscles in the hands,
feet, fingers and toes. Controlling the muscles of the tongue
and lips in order to speak or sing is also a fine motor skill.
A play-based learning environment naturally encourages
talking, listening and thinking. Play provides opportunities
for children to learn as they discover, create, improvise and
imagine. When children play with other children they create
social groups, test out ideas, challenge each other’s thinking
and build new understandings. Play provides a supportive
environment where children can ask questions, solve
problems and engage in critical thinking.
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Play-based therapy can have substantial benefits for children who are identified as having social
and/or emotional difficulties, as the activities and environments provide a highly structured
environment with clearly defined and understood rules of engagement between individuals.
This supports children in understanding and practising positive social interactions and selfregulated behaviours.
Find out more here.

Oral Language Development
Oral language development refers to the importance and process of developing spoken
language and verbal interactions. Strong oral language skills help children to clarify their own
thoughts, communicate effectively and become successful learners in the future.
Oral language interventions aim to support children in articulating ideas and verbal
communication by extending their spoken vocabulary. A useful strategy here is to use
structured questioning and purposeful dialogue. Having the words to engage in conversation is
a key part of oral language, and has flow-on effects in comprehending and communicating in a
written format later in life. Vocabulary knowledge means understanding the meanings of words
and phrases, and using those words and phrases to communicate effectively.
Two simple strategies for oral language development:

1. The power of pauses
Pauses have been shown to be an effective tool for encouraging children to participate in
conversations because they:
•
•
•
•

Slow down the interaction between yourself and children
Provide children with time to think, to process and develop a response
Allow other children to initiate turns to talk
Enable educators to plan their next moves in response to the responses suggested by
children.

2. Asking quality questions
•
•

•
•
•

Be curious, not just about the world but also about what children are thinking
Ask genuine questions (including those that you don’t know the answer to - how can
you find the answers? You could work with children to brainstorm solutions. Try not to
let Google always be your source of answers; instead try books or ask an expert to help
answer your questions)
Try to avoid judging answers as right or wrong (posing questions such as “I wonder…”
questions helps to take the wrong and right out of the answer, and allow children to
explore and test their own ideas without fear of being wrong)
Encourage a genuine response rather than expecting a set or specific response
Create a culture of ‘friendly suspicion’ when it comes to answers. This means gently
allowing responses or statements to be proven with evidence, or to be questioned and/or
disagreed with.
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3. Keep the conversation going
It’s not always easy to keep the conversation going with a group of young children (although
sometimes the opposite is true!). One way of ensuring great conversations is to develop a
culture of expectations around your dialogues. For example:
•
•
•

•

Encourage children to identify the problem. You can do this by asking “what’s the
problem?” or “what happened?”. In this way you allow the topic to be opened up for
further discussion as well as encouraging children to share their own thoughts and ideas.
Connect to personal experiences. In your talking times, try to create the space and time to
link conversations to children’s own experiences. Children are more likely to contribute to
the discussion if they can relate to the experiences being discussed.
Follow their lead. One of the best ways to keep the conversation flowing with young
children is to follow their lead to identify and incorporate their interests. This can be hard
when we want to explore a particular topic, but if your aim is to keep children talking then
let go and see where the conversation goes!
Be sure to encourage ideas and opinions; this helps children to understand that their
contributions are valued.

Find out more here and here.
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